Joe Doe

Welcome to a Look Into
Your Personal Destiny
for your Personal Year of
6/8/2018 to 6/8/2019

Getting More From Your
Book of Destiny Report
Welcome to your personal report from the Book of
Destiny! Inside you will find detailed information about one
year of your life. If you read carefully, you can extract even
more information from this valuable report.
The information found within comes from a very ancient
and highly revered mystical science that originated before the
days of early Egypt. Its exact origins are unknown but its
accuracy speaks for itself. The information it will give you will
be timely and practical, pertaining to the events and
experiences you are currently going through.

Understanding the Structure of a Yearly Report
The information about your life in the Book of Destiny is
in the form of playing cards arranged in a particular formation.
The positions of these cards is not random in any way. Each
card is derived from mystical calculations taken from your
birthday and your current age. It is these cards and their
meanings, that relay the information about each year of your
life. Here is how these cards are divided and presented in the
context of this Yearly Report.
First of all, this report will have one or more Main
Sections, each referring to the cards found under one of your
personal significators. Our personal significators are cards that
represent us in some way. These include the Birth Card,
Planetary Ruling Card, Personality Cards and Karma Cards.
All of these cards can be used to signify us and each plays a
certain role. However, not all of them are required to make a
complete Yearly Report. Therefore, this report may contain
one or as many as five main sections, each under the heading
of one of these personal significators, depending upon who ran
this report for you and which personal significators they
believed would be the most helpful for you to know about.
Most Yearly Reports include the cards for two personal
significators, the Birth Card and one other. Karma Cards are
rarely used.
Each of the Main Sections of a Yearly Report is divided
into two distinct groups of cards and each of these Card Group
Sections will have a Title Page to let you know what will
follow. The first Card Group Section are what we call the
Year-Long Influence Cards. These five cards, the Long Range,
Pluto, Result, Environment and Displacement Cards, cast their
influence on an entire year of our life. For this reason, their
influence is more powerful than the other cards in a Yearly
Report.
NOTE: Some of the Birth and Planetary Ruling Cards do
not have Environment and Displacement Cards. These are the
Ace of Clubs, 2 of Hearts, 9 of Hearts, Jack of Hearts, 8 of
Clubs, 7 of Diamonds and King of Spades. If one of your
personal significators is one of these cards, there will not be a
page about the Environment and Displacement Cards in that
Main Section.

The second Card Group Section in each Main Section are
the Planetary Period Cards. There will usually be two cards
found in each of seven Planetary Periods that divide the year
into 52-day segments and the Title Page for this section will
show them all to you and list the dates that correspond to the
beginning of each period. Your birthday marks the beginning
of the first period, called the Mercury Period. 52 days later
the next period begins (Venus) and so forth until your next
birthday marks the ending of one year and the beginning of
the next. The cards found in each period have a strong
influence over the events and experiences of that time
segment. They also cast a subtle influence on the entire year
and when this is the case, it will be mentioned in the
interpretations for that particular card.
That is basically all there is to a Yearly Report except that
there is a special section that is found in the beginning called
the Report on Auspicious Positions Page. This page will tell
you about influences that are present due to the position of
your Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card in this year's
Grand Solar Spread. The Grand Solar Spread is sort of a
master spread from which the cards in your Yearly Report
were taken. You may or may not have one of these pages
because there are some years that your cards may not fall into
any of the nine various auspicious positions that this report
looks for.

More About Your Personal Significators
Your birthday associates you with one of the 52 playing
cards. That card, called the Birth or Destiny Card, tells us
much about your personality, character, and potential in the
various areas of life. Every Birth Card has a highest
expression as well as challenges that must be dealt with
during the course of a lifetime. Inside, you will find a detailed
description of your Birth Card on the page entitled "About
Your Birth and Destiny Card". This is the first place to begin
in your study. The meaning of your Birth Card will not
change over the course of your life. Each of us is constantly
refining the characteristics of our Birth Card, striving to reach
the highest potential it offers us while working with some of
the karmic challenges that are also associated with it.
Even though it is the most important, our Birth Card is not
the only card that is a personal significator for us. There are
other cards that offer further clues about our character traits
and personality. The most important is our Planetary Ruling
Card. The Planetary Ruling Card is derived from our sun sign
and explains much about our behavior in a similar fashion as
the Birth Card. It is often compared with our Rising Sign in
astrology. It acts as a personality filter that influences our
behavior in a certain way and it is an important card to learn
more about.
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We also have one or more Personality Cards that are
essentially masks that we wear from time to time when we are
engaged in certain activities or occupations. These are always
the Jack, Queen and King of our Birth Card's suit. For
example, if a woman is romantically involved, she is usually
playing the role of her Queen. If her Birth Card is a 5 of Clubs,
for example, she would be acting as the Queen of Clubs when
she was in love. Men in love act as the Jack of their suit. When
your Yearly Report has a Main Section for one of these
Personality Cards, just exactly how they fit into the overall
picture will be explained in the report. Just keep in mind that
these Personality Card influences are only in effect for
whatever period of time we make their activities important in
our lives. This is very different from the Birth Card or
Planetary Ruling Card which are in effect all of the time.
Our Karma Cards offer additional mirrors of our
personality, often revealing hidden traits. Most of us have two
Karma Cards but some have as many as six. If this report has a
Main Section in this report for one of your Karma Cards, it
will likely reveal events and experiences that are very personal
in nature and perhaps not so significant in an external or
mundane fashion.

How to do Relationship Readings for this Year
Though not apparent on the surface, this report does allow
you to look up people you know and discover how they will be
influencing you in the year that this report is created for. This
section gives you all the tools you need to do this on your own,
it is not presented directly by the report, but the information is
available if you have the time to read this and follow the
necessary steps.
STEP ONE - Make a list of the Birth Cards of people you
want to know about. On the following page is a Birth Card
Chart that gives the Birth Cards for each birthday of the year.
In the table in the next column, list up to ten of the most
important people in your life. Write down their names and
birthdays and then look up their Birth Card and write that in as
well.
STEP TWO - Determine their Personality Cards.
Personality Cards are used frequently in relationship
comparisons because they have proven to be accurate and
important in this area. For purposes of this report, just list the
Jack for men and the Queen for women, always of the same
suit as their Birth Card, and write them down next to their
Birth Card. For example, if some man you know has a Birth
Card of a 7 of Diamonds, you would write the Jack of
Diamonds down under "Cards" beside his Birth Card.
STEP THREE - If you have the book, Love Cards by
Robert Camp, look up and write down the Planetary Ruling
Cards and Karma Cards of each person. These additional
personal significators will give you more cards to look for.

They are not completely necessary, but if you have them,
it will simply add more to your search.
STEP FOUR - Look through your Yearly Report for the
occurrences of their cards and then compare their locations
with the Relationships LookUp Table to determine what it
means. Take their Birth Card first and look through your
Report to see if it is mentioned anywhere. If you find it, make
a note of what position it is in (Long Range, Mercury Period,
Pluto, etc.) The Relationships LookUp Table on the page
after next will tell you what it means when it is found in any
particular position. Once you have looked for their Birth
Card, you can search for their other cards in the same manner.
The position of each card will relate a specific influence
they will have on you over the course of the year. When one
of their personal significators shows up in a specific Planetary
Period, you can bet that they will play a significant role in
your life at that time. Read the meaning of the other cards
found in that period to determine just what that role might be.
For example, suppose someone you know is a 3 of Hearts
female and you happen to have a Queen of Hearts in your
Mars Period along with a 5 of Diamonds. This Queen of
Hearts is one of your 3 of Hearts friend's personal
significators and thus is does represent her playing some role
at that time. Because it is in Mars, you know that it could be a
competitive or passionate role. The 5 of Diamonds suggests a
change in finances related to a legal matter or a business trip.
Putting these tips together you may predict a disagreement
with your 3 of Hearts friend about some money matter,
perhaps a legal matter, OR that the two of you go on a
business trip in a somewhat restless manner.
Using this technique, you can add a lot more dimension to
you personal Yearly Report. In fact, most of the cards in our
Yearly Reports have dual meanings and many stories to tell
us. The interpretations given for each of the cards tell the
major story, but with the proper tools, you can derive much
more information about other aspects of your life.
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Relationship Interpretation LookUp Table

Special Tips for Gaining a Better Understanding of Your Yearly Report
1. To know more about your personal relationships in a
year-long manner, look at the cards in your Venus
Period and look at all the Heart cards found everywhere
in your spreads. These are the most important
relationship indicators.
2. To find out more about your work for the year in a
general way, look at the Mars and Uranus Period cards
and the Spade cards found anywhere in your reading. If
you are involved in any of the communications fields,
look for Clubs cards to indicate your success or failure
in those areas. Entertainers, artists and those that work
primarily with people should look at the Heart cards and
the cards found in Venus. Salespeople and merchants
would look for Diamonds and the Jupiter cards.
3. To know more about your health, look at the Saturn
Period cards and Spade cards in particular.
4. To find out how your finances will be this year, look
at all the Diamond cards and the cards under the Jupiter
Period.
5. Our Jupiter Period cards each year signify what or
who will be the greatest blessings and in which direction
we can achieve the greatest financial blessings. To
insure your financial success, follow the path laid out by
your Jupiter cards, especially the Jupiter cards found in
your Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card sections.

6. Always seek to combine the meaning of the two
cards found in the Planetary Periods to get the complete
meaning. The whole story for any particular period is a
combination of both cards acting together. Sometimes
the Neptune period has only one card. When this is the
case, this one card is the only influence present.
7. Try to keep the various sections of the report in
perspective. Sections based upon Personality Cards will
only apply to those aspects of your life governed by
those cards.
8. When two cards in one period seem to contradict
each other, remember that the more positive card will
win out over the negative card in any given Planetary
Period. Though the negative card could indicate a
problem of some sort, the other card will indicate a
resolution of that problem later in the period.
9. To learn more about this amazing system and how to
do readings for yourself and others, purchase a copy of
Destiny Cards by Robert Camp, available where you
got this report. His other book, Love Cards, is also
highly recommended, and also available where you
purchased this report.
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All about Your Birth Card
The Nine of Diamonds Person
The Card of Universal Values and The Giver's Card

Our Birth Card is our most
important symbol of who we
are in this lifetime. It is the
card that we most identify
with, and through which we
have the greatest gifts to
share with those around us. It
is also called our Sun Card
and our Soul Card.

Nine of Diamonds people are here to 'let go' and complete a major chapter
in the evolution of their soul and personality. This entails a lot of giving to others
and being willing to release both people and material things from their life when
the time comes. If they have not heeded the call to give and let go of others,
money, relationships, and love, their life can be filled with disappointment and
remorse. Those on the positive side are philanthropic and generous, happy and
productive. All have the opportunity to experience first hand, the heightened
consciousness that comes from living a 'universal' life.
Despite losses from time to time, these people can do very well in business,
especially when it involves selling or other creative enterprises. They are great at
promoting things they believe in. They are great talkers and communicators.
Many become counselors, if not professionally, then at least with their friends
and family. If they keep their values in proper perspective, they may even attain
affluence. A disregard for the higher laws will inevitably result in misfortune and
misery. They should be careful while driving and when taking any kind of risks
and chances. They can be reckless or accident prone.
They also have great minds and many are attracted to some professional
work that allows them to use their intellectual abilities.
One of the challenges of the Nine of Diamonds is to develop and use their
charm and power to do some good work. Many of them are destined to make
great contributions to the world, often by leading others to a higher form of
knowledge or understanding.
Some of the Nine of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships
Nine of Diamonds like to have someone to talk to and prefer relationships
with those who are witty and smart. Most of them have at least one challenging
marriage of a karmic nature and there are usually responsibilities associated with
family, spouse or children. Marriage is usually karmic, or destined, and often
long lasting. The men should always beware of female Club cards, except the
Jack of Clubs, who might make a good marriage partner. They tend to have
traditional values about marriage and are very giving people and easy to get
along with.
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All about Your Planetary Ruling Card
Seven of Spades as Your Planetary Ruler

The Planetary Ruling Card
acts like a second Birth Card
to give you a new slant on
your
personality
and
character traits. It is very
important in terms of your
personal relationships since it
represents a part of you that
you identify with strongly.

This ruling card adds strength to your personality and gives you a certain
amount of good fortune, especially in the areas of home and family. You may
feel that you have a blessed marriage or relationship, or that many good things
have come from your parents. Health concerns may play a major role in your life
and you may be accident-prone. The Seven of Spades encourages us to have faith
in life, in spite of whatever circumstances we may find ourselves in. In this
regard, you may find yourself tested many times. You are probably attracted to
those of intelligence and wit and with a bit of luck, you could marry one of them.
Financial security is something that will only come through hard work.
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Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 40
Each year most people's Birth and
Planetary Ruling Cards move to a
different location in what we call the
Grand Solar Spread (pictured below).
Each
position
has
a
unique
significance and is described in the
section about the Displacement Card.
However, some of these positions are
more significant and represent times in
life when special events will occur.
There are also special events
determined by our age and by certain
cards that fall into prominent positions
in our Yearly Spreads. This section of
your report will define what, if any, of
these auspicious events will occur for
you this year. The text given further
emphasizes their unique importance in
the overall fabric of your cards for this
time of your life.

You will get a Wish Fulfilled This Year
Your Birth Card falls in a position this year that is governed by the Planet
Jupiter. Because of this you will have a certain amount of good fortune and you
will see at least one of your important wishes fulfilled at the same time. This
does not mean that every problem in your life will disappear or that everything
will be easier. But it does mean that some things will come easier to you and that
something you want will manifest itself. This is, for the most part, going to be a
year of prosperity and abundance. Though you may have challenges in other
areas, there will be much to be grateful for. Magnify this prosperity by receiving
it and giving thanks.
You Have Good Career Influences This Year
Because of the position of your Birth Card this year, there are opportunities
for you to achieve a larger measure of recognition in your work. Of course, if
you are not career or business minded, this influence will have little effect on
you. But for those who are trying to get more recognition or wish to become
better known, this is a year when some of those dreams will come true.
The cards in your Birth Card's Yearly Spread will rise up to the 'Crown
Line' sometime this year and because of this, people will begin to pay more
attention to what you are doing. You could achieve some sort of award or merely
become more recognized in your field. Many people receive promotions during
years such as these. Just how it will manifest will depend upon the nature of your
work or aspirations. Knowing, however, that these influences are present, it
would be advantageous to put more effort into becoming recognized.
You can find your True Purpose this Year
There is at least one occurrence of a Six card in your reading in a
prominent position (Long Range, Pluto, Result, Environment or Displacement).
This might be in either your Birth Card Spread, or your Planetary Ruling Card
spread. Either way, this gives you a special opportunity, but one that is only
taken advantage of by those who are aware of it. Sixes give us an opportunity to
discover what our true purpose is for our life. Most people search their entire life
to discover what their life is about and whether or not they have some special
purpose or goal that they are to achieve during their time here on the planet.
Many never find this purpose at all. Because of the presence of a Six card in a
powerful position this year, you will have a special opportunity to discover what
your purpose is. Of course, this only applies to you if you have the desire to
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Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 40

( continued...)

know. If you are not that interested in knowing more about your life's direction,
this will probably manifest itself as a year of steady progress towards existing
goals.
Sixes can be frustrating as well because they often represent static and
unchanging conditions in our life. However, they also bestow upon us a special
ability to perceive that which is usually hidden from our conscious minds. By
listening to our inner voice, we can receive great inspiration and direction when
these cards are present and you have at least one of them for this entire year. If
you have more than one Six in a prominent position in either your Birth Card or
Planetary Ruling Card Spreads, then this message becomes even more
significant.
Study any and all Sixes that you find in these prominent positions this year,
along with other Sixes that appear in your Yearly Spreads. They will reveal
much about the special destiny that is coming your way. Good luck on your path
to inner discovery.
This is a Major Completion Year for You
Because you have a Nine card in a prominent position this year (Long
Range, Pluto, Result, Environment, or Displacement), we know that this will be
a year in which you achieve an important ending in your life. This Nine may
occur in either your Birth Card or Planetary Ruling Card Spread. Endings can be
seen as disappointments if we disregard their true meaning. In truth they
represent graduations from chapters of our life that were important, but are now
no longer helpful for our personal growth and development. What is also
beautiful about endings is the wonderful freedom we feel after we have passed
through it and are on to our next stage of work and development.
Whatever the nature of the endings in your life this year, be glad that you
have reached the point in your development that you are ready to move on to
better things and relationships. We are often afraid to let go of things that have
become so familiar to us. Sometimes we are not even able to see that these things
are no longer of any real use to us. Rest assured that this is the case for you. You
are ready to move on and by this time next year, you will be in an entirely new
and better place for your personal and professional development and expansion.
If you have more than one occurrence of a Nine in these prominent
positions, the significance of this completion year becomes even greater and the
stronger the likelihood that many areas of your life are coming to an end in
preparation for a new phase of development.
Study whatever Nines you may find in your Yearly Spreads carefully. Each
one will reveal the specific areas that you may be encountering some important
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( continued...)

completions.
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This Section Has Information From Your Birth Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your Birth Card
Our Birth Card is the most significant card of all the cards that represent
us. It is the card that we identify the most with and the one in which we 'shine
forth' with the greatest brilliance. We have other cards that are symbols of us as
well. These include the Planetary Ruling Card, Personality Cards and Karma
Cards to some extent. However, it is the Birth Card that is first and foremost in
its importance and in it's ability to describe our life in great detail.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that
represent you, it is important to know the difference between them and their
purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your Birth Card. Cards in the Birth Card's Yearly Spread can pertain
to most any area of your life, in contrast to the Personality Card spreads which
usually only pertain to certain aspects of your life. As you read these influences
keep in mind that these are the primary and most important.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Birth Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Birth Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Jack of Hearts as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

This year you have a powerful spiritual influence in your life, the Jack of
Hearts, which is also known as the 'sacrifice card'. What this means to you is that you
are being called upon to make some personal sacrifices this year for something that
will help others in some way. This may involve having to give up some personal
goals and ambitions or simply having to give of your time and resources to help
someone less fortunate. You are learning about sacrifice this year, its true meaning.
The person or persons for whom you are making the sacrifice are usually younger
than yourself.
However, sometimes the sacrifice is being made on principle alone. You are
being called upon to take a higher role in your life. There is a powerful spiritual
energy around you and you may have some powerful revelations about your own
spirituality. It is also possible that you will exhibit some of the personality traits of
the Jack of Hearts this year, emotional stubbornness and emotional immaturity.
Keywords:
I am surrounded by the Christ spirit. This encourages me to make personal sacrifices
and elevates my actions this year.

Your Pluto Card This Year
The Ace of Clubs as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

Having the Ace of Clubs in this powerful position tells us that much of your
goals and changes this year will be related to knowledge and communications. One
of your important goals for this year will be to launch yourself into an entirely new
mental direction. Perhaps you desire a new course of study or to understand a new
philosophy of life. Your exposure to some new ideas and beliefs could cause many
changes in your life this year and at times you may feel a little overwhelmed by these
same new ideas and concepts.
The Ace of Clubs also represents computers as new sources of information and
so this change could involve something related to them as well. Your curiosity about
things will be at an all-time high this year and you will likely find yourself reading
many books and attending classes of different sorts to satisfy this thirst for
knowledge.
This will be a year of important new beginnings on many levels, but especially
in relationship to your mind, your thinking and your communications with others.
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Your Pluto Card This Year

continued...

You have arrived at a place where you are ready to look at life with an entirely new
perspective. Look at the Result Card to see what is related to this new information or
philosophy that makes it so stimulating and challenging to you.
Your Pluto Card

Affirmation:
I am transformed by knowledge, new information and ways of communicating. I
create a new beginning for myself that takes me in new directions.

Your Result Card This Year
The Six of Clubs as the Result Card

Your Result Card

One result of many of your efforts this year will be either to develop
heightened intuition or to create peaceful and effective communications with those
around you. The six is a powerful steadying influence and demands responsibility
and the willingness to compromise to be handled effectively. Your Pluto Card will
tell you who is involved in these situations or give you more details about the steps
you are taking towards intuitive and responsible communications.
This card also can signal a year in which you discover a special purpose or
destiny for yourself. This purpose could have something to do with sharing truth or a
higher form of knowledge with the world. Listen to the voice within and much will
be revealed to you.
Affirmation:
By listening to my inner voice, I find my special purpose in life that will direct me to
the highest path.
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Your Environment Card This Year
The Five of Clubs as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

Travel, moves and other changes will bring benefits into your life this year.
You are experiencing a broadening of your mental boundaries and perspectives that
will alter the way you see yourself and your life. Let these changes happen because
they are a necessary part of your own progress and development. Welcome
opportunities to travel this year. They will bring blessings. At the same time, be open
to new points of view, beliefs and perspectives.

Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the Eight of Hearts this year.

Your Displacement Card

This year marks the beginning of a two-year cycle of success and good fortune
in which you can attain a measure of success and recognition. You will definitely get
some of your wishes and this year will be especially good for getting recognition and
the attention of the public in some way. This is a year in which you will have a
certain amount of charm and charisma. This can be used both personally for love
matters and professionally for more success at work.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/8/2018 and ends 7/30/2018

Your Venus Period begins 7/30/2018 and ends 9/20/2018

Your Mars Period begins 9/20/2018 and ends 11/11/2018

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/11/2018 and ends 1/3/2019

Your Saturn Period begins 1/3/2019 and ends 2/24/2019

Your Uranus Period begins 2/24/2019 and ends 4/17/2019

Your Neptune Period begins 4/17/2019 and ends 6/8/2019
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/8/2018 till 7/30/2018

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important Mercury Cards of the year and may pertain to most any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The Nine of Spades in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

This period may bring a sudden illness, accident, or trouble with work. This could be
disappointing but will probably not last long either. This could be a sudden loss of work or
some unexpected bad news. This could also be a problem encountered on a short trip such
as an accident, or some trouble with a brother or sister. It is best to slow down now, take
things at a safe pace until this period is over. Also watch out for negative attitudes now.
Since all nines represent completions and endings, your other Mercury Card could
indicate who or what in your life is now coming to an end. It also may indicate what is the
net result of your letting go or give more background information about the ending.

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Queen of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

During this period your mind is sharp and you can have some good ideas about how to
make more money for yourself. The Queen of Diamonds brings you a savvy about money
that can be applied in any business for success. However, she also may stimulate you to
suddenly go shopping and spend some money on a luxury item or two. Be aware so that
your desire to look good in front of others doesn't hurt your bank account. This is a good
time to take classes on how to make money.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
7/30/2018 till 9/20/2018 important Venus Cards of the year and may pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Seven of Hearts in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

An unfaithful friend or lover may be the cause of a considerable emotional
disappointment during this period. Unreliable friends or associates can cause many
problems. The major lesson is not to be so naive in your friendships. You may find that you
are giving out your trust and friendships before knowing just who you are giving them to.
Some may not be as they appear and do not deserve the trust you are bestowing upon them.
See others as they truly are.
Your other Venus Card may tell you who or what the emotional or personal challenge
is about. Also keep in mind that a strong or powerful other Venus Card, such as a four, eight
or ten, could mitigate the adversity of this card and bring about very positive results from a
challenging situation.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The Four of Hearts in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

This card bestows much happiness in love or marriage or friendships in general. A
card of overall contentment with many blessings, both material and spiritual, this is one of
the best influences for marriage and starting a family. Under this influence your closest
relationships will be very satisfying. This card could represent your current marriage and
chances are that now you are enjoying it more than ever.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results
during this period, even if your other Venus Card is one of challenge or adversity.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
9/20/2018 till 11/11/2018 important Mars Cards of the year.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Jack of Spades in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

Beware of dishonest dealings with men or legal involvements during this period. Don't
be tempted to take shortcuts at the expense of honesty. If you get ripped off, the lessons you
learn may not seem to be worth the price you paid for them. Be watchful of attorneys,
especially because the ones you attract now are probably not very honest. You have a lot to
lose if you or they are not working by the book. Use this powerful influence to generate
more creative ideas for your work or business.
You may also find that there are one or more men of the Spades suit for whom you
feel some attraction or anger during this period.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Two of Diamonds in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

This represents a partnership for money with a male or a lawyer, or one that is
aggressively pursued. This could also be a meeting with a male regarding money and
possibly about some legal matter. Watch out for too much aggression and bossiness in
business deals, especially with friends. This is a great influence for finding venture capital
and for using your wits to make successful financial deals.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/11/2018 till 1/3/2019
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important Jupiter Cards of the year.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Ten of Diamonds in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

This is one of the best possible indicators of success in business and money.
Expansion of all financial and business interests will bring added success. This card
represents large sums of money changing hands, usually into your hands. This could be as a
result of an investment or from your business. Sound business sense and good luck are on
your side and you will prefer the company of successful and like-minded people now.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Ten of Hearts in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

Successes, both personally and socially can bring financial gains during this period.
Apply your charm and magnetism now to your career for spectacular results. Friendships
and partnerships will advance you along in your chosen field. If you are involved in selling,
acting, or any business that involves groups of people, this is one of the best influences for
social and financial success. Also success in dealing with religious institutions is indicated.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

Your Saturn
Period lasts from
1/3/2019 till 2/24/2019

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and what is likely to happen. Our
Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the year.
However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success.
Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important Saturn Cards of the year and may pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Ace of Hearts in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

Saturn's karmic influence says that you are now dealing with some experiences that
were created in the past. If you have a frustrated or unsuccessful attempt to gain another's
affection, it could be the result of your actions from the past, even a previous life. Another
possibility of this influence is a letter from a friend in need or having some kind of illness or
burden. A birth occurring during this period is likely to be difficult and problematic.
This influence often represents a desire for affection and attention that is difficult, if
not impossible, to fulfill. It can represent loneliness and an aching heart. This influence can
prompt us to even become somewhat desperate about our need for love, but its purpose is to
direct our attention within so that we learn how to fulfill ourselves from inside and depend
less on others for our sense of being loved. Whatever happens during this period, it is likely
to help you get your attention back on to your inner needs and feelings and the end result
will be your having more ability to love yourself.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Jack of Hearts in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

At this time you could be feeling some limitation brought about by the illness or
ill-fortune of someone close to you, usually a good-hearted young man. You could feel
obliged to give up your personal desires to help this man, and yet you feel chained down, or
limited in some way. This influence usually indicates a time when difficult but necessary
sacrifices have to be made. The other card in this same period may give you more details
about what or who is involved.
Be on the lookout for men of the Hearts suit, especially those who are younger or who
may be approaching you from either a romantic or creative point of view. These are likely to
prove burdensome in some way during this period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus more on the people we hang out
with both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what
influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/24/2019 till 4/17/2019
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important cards in this period and can pertain to events in any area of your life.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The King of Spades in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

This powerful card guarantees success and accomplishment during this period. It is so
powerful that you could simply decide what you want to accomplish and it will be so. You
will have to work for it and you must be willing to look at yourself objectively and take
whatever actions are necessary to accomplish your goals. But success is assured. The
Uranus influence brings especially good results in work, real estate and group related
activities. Also you may find success in computer or high tech related areas.
Men, especially older men, of the Spades suit will seem to be unpredictable during this
period, and to a lesser extent, for the entire year. You would do best not to place too many
expectations on them while they are this sort of influence in your life.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The Seven of Clubs in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

This period could bring unexpected trouble or doubts related to work, a friend or a real
estate transaction. Perhaps some plans you have made were unexpectedly interrupted. Under
this highly spiritual influence you must be prepared to let go of your plans and adopt a
positive attitude in spite of whatever circumstances present themselves. Then you may
experience the 'higher mind' potential of this card, cosmic consciousness and freedom from
worry and concern.
This is a good influence for spiritual matters, learning new spiritual information,
attending classes, etc. Also, keep in mind that a positive card, such as a four, eight, or ten,
in the other position this period would offset any problematic situations that may arise and
bring about good results overall.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/17/2019 till 6/8/2019

Neptune is the last period, that always begins 52 days before your next birthday each year. This
period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you to a foreign
country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread, the most important Neptune Cards
of this year.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Eight of Spades in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This period can bring success in the management of foreign or distant interests. This is
also a good influence for travel of any kind, especially business related. Just be careful with
your emotions under this influence. If they are allowed to interfere in your business you
could suffer losses. Best to keep your personal feelings out of the way during this period and
take advantage of the opportunity for the success that is offered by this card.
You have the power now to achieve your dreams. As long as you can get clear about
exactly what it is that you wish to do, you are practically guaranteed to achieve it.

Your Vertical Neptune Card
The Ace of Hearts in the Neptune Period

Your Vertical Neptune Card

During this period and perhaps for the entire year, you many find yourself dreaming
about an idealistic love affair or birth of a child. If traveling, you may meet someone. Any
affairs during this period will be marked by strong idealism and fantasy. You are cautioned
not to make any serious commitments until after your birthday. However, the mystical
feelings that come up around such a person may be hints to your past and bring you
significant self-knowledge.
This card can also represent the beginning of a new relationship that takes you in new
directions. It is also common for women to conceive or even give birth under this influence.
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This Section Has Information From Your First Karma Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your First Karma Card
Our First Karma Card represents past-life areas in which we have an
obligation to pay more attention to in the current lifetime. Sometimes it can
represent our 'weak' side in one or more ways. It is said that we must give to the
energy or issue that our First Karma Card represents. The real message with the
First Karma Card is that we must pay more attention to it. By choosing to look at
it and eventually embrace it, we fulfill its purpose in our life and derive a
positive expresssion of it instead of the more negative expression that we start
out with in life.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that
represent you, it is important to know the difference between them and their
purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your First Karma Card. Cards in the First Karma Card's Yearly
Spread will likely pertain to that part of your life in which you have to make
adjustments and ammendments in order to get a more positive expression. As
you read these influences keep in mind that events depicted in these spreads may
have a karmic feeling to them.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your First Karma Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your First Karma Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
Because these cards are found in your First Karma Card's Yearly Spreads, their influence will be related to most any
area of your life, much like those of the Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card Spreads.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Four of Spades as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

The Four of Spades tells us that this will be a year of satisfaction in matters of
work and health. Recovery from illness and any work-related problems can be
expected under this influence. You will feel like getting 'solid' in most areas of your
life. The words foundation, structure, and security become more important, along
with the ability to create these in your life.
Your work and health should be good. This card actually can indicate recovery
from some kind of health problem. The only possible negative effect of this
influence would be a resistance to change and stubbornness. However, this same
resistance is the strength that is bringing you so much satisfaction now. This year is a
blessing in many ways, as well as a time to lay a secure foundation for the future.
Keywords:
A year of good health, solid home and work situations. A year of strength and
satisfaction in almost all matters. Hard work brings me many rewards.

Your Pluto Card This Year
The Nine of Spades as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

This year you have one of the most challenging cards, the Nine of Spades. This
card can signal a year of losses of many kinds. In many ways, this will be a year of
completions and endings. You may lose your job or have to contend with lingering
health problems that force you to change your habits. You could even lose someone
you know and this passing may not be easy for you to digest.
For some people transitions and changes of such a dramatic nature are very
hard to deal with. An attitude that all is happening for a good reason will go a long
way towards your getting through this year with sanity and peace of mind.
What is being called for this year is for you to let go of certain important parts
of your lifestyle that are no longer good for you or those around you. Whether you
can see it or not, you have reached a place of completion in these areas and need to
move on. If you resist, it will seem like these endings are being forced upon you. See
this as a year of completions as you prepare for a whole new chapter of life. The next
year will be one of new beginnings leading you in an entirely new direction that is
much better for you on all levels.
Your Result Card will tell you more about the challenges ahead for you this
year, perhaps giving you clues as to which areas of your life are nearing completion.
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Your Pluto Card This Year

continued...

It may also point to someone that is directly involved in these endings.
Affirmation:
Your Pluto Card

I am transformed by the endings of relationships, jobs, or lifestyle habits that are
occurring in my life this year. I release everything that has been holding me back and
in doing so, I set myself free.

Your Result Card This Year
The Seven of Hearts as the Result Card

Your Result Card

Though this year may seem to be full of problems from time to time, in
actuality you have taken on a very important challenge and work. This challenge is to
love others unconditionally. This means you have to face your personal fears that
have chained you to automatic reactions that are less than what you ultimately desire
for yourself. This will not always be an easy process. You may feel betrayed or even
abandoned by others in the process. By contacting the higher forces within yourself
you will emerge victorious from this important battle.
Affirmation:
I create high spiritual and unattached love among those closest to me. I learn to
release attachments and fears.

Your Environment Card This Year
The Five of Hearts as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

Travel, moves, changes of residence and even changes in your relationship
status will tend to have a very positive effect this year and could be the source of
many blessings. If you are planning a divorce or change of location, this is the year
you can proceed ahead with assurance of a happy outcome. You will likely feel
somewhat restless emotionally or otherwise this year, which will in turn lead to an
expansion of your current situation.
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Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the Seven of Spades this year.

Your Displacement Card

This will be a year in which you will definitely get one or more of your wishes
fulfilled because the Seven of Spades is a blessed card in many ways. These wishes
are usually associated with mundane affairs such as work or money. You should also
watch out for health matters this year and especially for accidents. If you any health
concerns arise this year, just remember to live responsibly and to have FAITH,
which is the keyword of this card.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/8/2018 and ends 7/30/2018

Your Venus Period begins 7/30/2018 and ends 9/20/2018

Your Mars Period begins 9/20/2018 and ends 11/11/2018

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/11/2018 and ends 1/3/2019

Your Saturn Period begins 1/3/2019 and ends 2/24/2019

Your Uranus Period begins 2/24/2019 and ends 4/17/2019

Your Neptune Period begins 4/17/2019 and ends 6/8/2019
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/8/2018 till 7/30/2018

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The King of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

During this period you could see yourself attaining a quick, but significant financial
success by applying your savvy and quick thinking to some idea or business. You have a
very good influence for success in most money-making ventures you are involved in, but
especially favored are those that are either "quick schemes" or those that involve education,
cars, or short trips. Use your mind now. The ideas you get could be worth more than you
think.

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Four of Hearts in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

This card usually brings a short lived, but happy time in love and romance. A sudden
happiness or pleasure, at home or while on a short trip, perhaps a good book or a new friend.
Don't look for lasting relationships now as Mercury is a fleeting influence. Any marriage
under this influence may not have staying power unless the two of you share many
intellectual pursuits. Generally a great card for sharing the enjoyment of mentally
stimulating activities.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results
during this period, even if your other Mercury Card is one of challenge or adversity."
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
7/30/2018 till 9/20/2018 to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Two of Clubs in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

You are most likely to be attracted to those with whom you can share intellectual
pursuits and this may stimulate you to join a group with this sort of focus in mind. You don't
want to be alone now and this will motivate you to be more socially involved. In your love
relationships you will be attracted to those with whom you can communicate as well as
share common interests of the mind.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The Two of Diamonds in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

This represents a business partnership with a friend, lover, spouse, or a woman. This
partnership is bound to be profitable. This also promotes a love of partnerships and a desire
to associate with those of means, perhaps out of a fear of not having enough yourself. Just
be careful when you mix love and money. There is always the possibility of deception when
your heart rules your head.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
9/20/2018 till 11/11/2018 to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Ten of Spades in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

This influence promises great success through hard work and perseverance. This is
also an indicator of radiant health and the ability to overcome problems, especially lawsuits
and things dealing with men. If you apply ambition and effort during this period you could
have extraordinary results and overcome all problems. Relations or work with men are
particularly favored by this influence.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Ten of Hearts in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

Relationships in all areas should be very successful under this influence, especially
with men or groups of men. This could also translate as success in a lawsuit or legal matter.
Aggressively pursuing friendships and relationships should bring you success and happiness
under this influence and this is certainly the time to take the active role in all social and
personal situations. A great influence for performers and artists and those dealing with the
public.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/11/2018 till 1/3/2019
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Eight of Diamonds in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

This is a card of recognition and reward for efforts. A large sum of money could come
into your life now, possibly making you affluent. Expansion of all business and financial
dealings is favored by this auspicious influence. This influence brings such a focus on
money that it might even be too much. Money is power but it must be used wisely and for
good purposes to bring inner satisfaction.
The Eight of Diamonds card usually shows up when there are important purchases to
make. It usually brings in the money you need to buy something that you want. The extent
of your financial success during this period will depend upon how well you are set up to
take in large amounts of money. If you can find ways to increase the quantity of the goods
and services you are providing, you can create more ways for this influence to pay off for
you.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Jack of Hearts in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

Under Jupiter the spiritual influence of the Jack of Hearts, 'Sacrifice Card', can bring
many blessings, but mostly when directed towards helping others or achieving spiritual
goals. Direct your emotional power into selfless action for maximum success under this
influence. You are being influenced by one of the highest forms of spiritual energy and you
could have many profound revelations as a result. Mastery of your emotions, personal
relationships and doing good for others all bring untold blessings during this special period
of your year.
On a more mundane level, any men of the Hearts suit could be a source of financial
and other blessings this year, especially those who are younger or involved in creative
professions.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread

Your Saturn
Period lasts from
1/3/2019 till 2/24/2019

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the
year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate
success. Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Three of Spades in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

Under this influence indecision about work or money problems can affect your health.
Doubt or worry about your health or someone else's health could affect your business
dealings. This card can indicate an undecided health matter as well as extra sensitivity to
negative vibrations of others and the environment. Extra precautions are advisable in health
matters and in choosing who you work and play with. This card can indicate chronic
indecision.
Creative projects that you are involved in during this period will be more difficult to
achieve, but not impossible. If you are either working two jobs at once or doing something
artistic, musical or in any other way, creative, just keep working and letting your ideas flow.
Though there are likely to be hurdles and some indecisiveness on your part, you will make
definite progress. Also, the difficulties indicated by this card could be offset by a strong
card in the other position, for example any of the fours, eights or tens.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Seven of Clubs in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

Negative attitudes, worry and pessimism can affect your health at this time. In some
cases scandal or backbiting are involved. A positive attitude, patience, and mental discipline
are a MUST in order to maintain your well-being. During this period you will be faced
squarely with the effects of your own negative attitudes and beliefs. Spiritual and mental
discipline is the key to mastering not only yourself, but any problems on the external level.
Also bear in mind that the difficulties or challenges indicated by this card could be
offset by a strong card in the other Saturn position, for example any of the fours, eights or
tens.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus on the people we hang out with
both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/24/2019 till 4/17/2019
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The Ace of Spades in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

This period may bring a secret real estate transaction, labor-related issue, or some
secret about your job. This card is a card of ambition and desire and thus people often begin
new jobs or careers under it's influence. However, for those on the spiritual path, this card
holds a deep and mystical meaning that may also apply at the same time.
This can also mean a strong desire for occult knowledge or secret knowledge. A card
that represents psychic gifts, you may even be motivated to join a secret society or
organization during this period. This card can represent a powerful religious or psychic
experience or a strong desire for some specific work or project.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The Ace of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

Uranus' influence here brings an element of the unusual to your social and romantic
attractions. You may be the recipient of an unusual romantic proposition. In both these cases
unusual can also mean spiritual, 'New Age', Aquarian, sudden, or ahead of its time in some
way. This influence can also bring about a desire to work, or to acquire occult, mystical, or
futuristic knowledge. You could meet many different and exciting people during this period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/17/2019 till 6/8/2019

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your birthday each year. It is
the last period of the year. This period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that
vacation will take you to a foreign country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Nine of Diamonds in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This influence can bring a loss of money related to travel, foreign interests, drugs and
alcohol, or by deception. A trip now could prove to be much more expensive than you had
planned and may not bring as much enjoyment. Even under the most favorable of
circumstances, one should always be careful in all financially related dealings with this card
present. This is especially true during this Neptune period, where miscommunications are
more likely to happen.
This is an excellent influence for giving money to the poor or helping others out
financially with no expectation of repayment.
It is entirely possible that a longtime cherished dream, project, job or possession of
yours could come to an end or be lost during this period. This could be something that you
have been worrying about losing from time to time this year. If so, don't be afraid or
disappointed. This ending is actually the best thing for you and everyone else in your life.
Let it go and many new and better things will soon come to replace it.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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This Section Has Information From Your Second Karma Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your Second Karma Card
Our Second Karma Card represents past-life gifts and abilities and areas in
which we are somewhat gifted in expression. Most people find that the
expression of the energies represented by their Second Karma Card come easily
and naturally, and tend to be on the positive side. Thus, it is often referred to as
our 'good karma'.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that
represent you, it is important to know the difference between them and their
purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your Second Karma Card. Cards in the Second Karma Card's Yearly
Spread will likely pertain to areas of your life in which you have many things to
be thankful for. These may be called the 'blessed cards' of the year.
As you read these influences keep in mind that events depicted in these
spreads may have a karmic feeling to them.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Second Karma Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Second Karma Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
Because these cards are found in your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spreads, their influence will be related to most
any area of your life, much like those of the Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card Spreads.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Four of Clubs as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

This will be a year for you of mental stability and general satisfaction in all
affairs. Regardless of your occupation and interests, you will find that you are able to
maintain a inner peace that tends to allow things to go the best for you time after
time. This is a very positive influence since the mind is usually the source of our
problems. This influence can be applied with great success to any intellectual
endeavor, such as writing, teaching or learning new subjects and you should have
satisfaction in any of those areas by virtue of this card. The only negative side of this
card is a tendency to be mentally fixed and often narrow minded. But if things are
going so well for us, why should we change anyway? As they say, 'Why fix it if it
isn't broken?'.
Keywords:
A year of satisfaction in all affairs, mental stability, strong-mindedness and
stubbornness.

Your Pluto Card This Year
The Three of Diamonds as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

This powerful influence tells us that you are striking out in one or more new
directions this year. You have an urge to be creative and to explore new ways of
making money. You are in the midst of a period of exploration of new values that
could have you trying more new things than you ever have before. This could
manifest as working two jobs or businesses at once or simply diversifying your
current activities creatively. You are challenging yourself to be more creative,
versatile, and perhaps even more romantic and this will have a strong impact on
every area of your life.
With such a strong, creative force present this year, it is unlikely that you will
be able to make any definite decisions about your future until later. This can lead to
some uncertainty and even worry in some cases. Financial worries are a common
manifestation of this card. To best utilize this year's influences, get creative and
come up with some new ideas for making money while at the same time allowing
yourself a more complete form of self-expression. The more you express yourself
this year, the less you will worry. After your next birthday you will be better able to
settle into one direction and make a success of it.
Look to your Result Card to get more details about this exploration or to
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Your Pluto Card This Year

continued...

determine who, among your friends and associates, is involved in this exploration.
Affirmation:
Your Pluto Card

I am exploring different values and ways of making money this year and this is
transforming me.

Your Result Card This Year
The Five of Spades as the Result Card

Your Result Card

Somehow connected to your Pluto Card, you are making some important
changes this year that will leave you in an entirely new situation in many respects by
your next birthday. You may change jobs, residence, or have a totally new health
picture by year's end. The Five of Spades usually appears when one is ready to make
a major life transition and because it is the Result Card, you can rest assured that
though it may be tough at times, you will make it through successfully. If you have
been desiring a major change in your lifestyle, your wish is about to come true.
A change is coming that it will be a good one that leads you in new directions
and provides more and much needed personal freedom.
Affirmation:
I complete this year with a new job, new health picture, new residence or new
lifestyle. I make a major transition.

Your Environment Card This Year
The Four of Clubs as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

This will be a year in which you are basically protected from any real serious
problems by a solid and organized mental outlook. You will have success in anything
that is associated with learning or getting organized and you will feel a sense of
mental peace & stability that will aid most areas of your life. It's not often that we
can have such a clear picture of our life and keep everything in its proper
perspective, so enjoy this year of protection and stability.
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Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the Seven of Hearts this year.

Your Displacement Card

Being associated with the card of unconditional love will bring you many
opportunities to experience a higher form of love with those who are closest to you
in life. Usually, you can expect challenges of an emotional or affectional nature as
you learn the lessons of letting go and letting others be as they are. However, if you
are already loving others without attachment, this card could bring a year of
enjoyment of this freedom and giving love to others.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/8/2018 and ends 7/30/2018

Your Venus Period begins 7/30/2018 and ends 9/20/2018

Your Mars Period begins 9/20/2018 and ends 11/11/2018

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/11/2018 and ends 1/3/2019

Your Saturn Period begins 1/3/2019 and ends 2/24/2019

Your Uranus Period begins 2/24/2019 and ends 4/17/2019

Your Neptune Period begins 4/17/2019 and ends 6/8/2019
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/8/2018 till 7/30/2018

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The Seven of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

This period could bring an unexpected expenditure or loss of money that leaves you
feeling poor and afraid. Your own impulsiveness or extravagant spending may be at the root
of this. This is not a good influence for speculation, gambling or any get rich quick schemes.
Whatever the specifics, situations during this period are encouraging you to drop your fears
about money and adopt an abundance consciousness that will attract more money than you
thought possible.
If you have a positive and powerful other Mercury Card, such as a four, eight, or ten,
the chances are that whatever problems you may encounter financially during this period
will be overcome with ease. In other cases, this same bottom card could reveal who or what
is involved in the challenges presented. Also keep in mind that things that happen in the
Mercury period tend to be very short-lived and soon over.

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Eight of Spades in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

This period should bring a rapid accomplishment of some work or desired educational
goal. The overcoming of obstacles in work or health is indicated. This indicates an instant or
sudden success. You may just ""fall into"" a good job situation now. The only negative
aspect of this period could be a tendency to use your power to bully others. If you balance
this gift of power with wisdom you could go very far now.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results
during this period, even if your other Mercury Card is one of challenge or adversity.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
7/30/2018 till 9/20/2018 pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Six of Diamonds in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

This card indicates that financial and social affairs are running smoothly and without
changes, but be careful about falling into a comfortable rut at this time. There may be a
settlement of a financial matter with a family member or loved one and this may just be the
key to keeping the love flowing between you. Acting responsibly with all your money
affairs will only bring you greater happiness and prosperity at this time.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The Eight of Diamonds in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

This can indicate a lot of money made in the arts, products for the home, beauty, or
women. Your money power is strong now and is perhaps related to your friends, a lover or
spouse, or some woman. You will prefer the company of well to do people and money may
be a consideration in all your friendships. Be careful that it doesn't become THE most
important thing. This is one of the best cards for money. You have the financial power to
enjoy life at its best.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results
during this period, even if your other Venus Card is one of challenge or adversity.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
9/20/2018 till 11/11/2018 pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Jack of Hearts in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

Under the influence of the Jack of Hearts,'Sacrifice Card', you could easily find
yourself doing things that you don't usually do during this period. For example, you may
decide to give up some cherished desire or passion for a higher reason or truth. For example,
others who had this card have given up sex, legal battles, and other competitive goals, all in
the name of following a higher wisdom. This card gives you mastery over your emotions
and passions and encourages you to upgrade your actions towards higher and more selfless
pursuits.
You may also find that there are one or more men of the Hearts suit for whom you feel
some attraction or anger during this period.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Ace of Diamonds in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

This influence brings an aggressive desire for money that, when controlled, can be
very effective in increasing your net worth. As a result of this, this card often represents the
beginning of a new job or enterprise. This desire for money could be related to some male
friend or a legal proceeding. This could also represent a letter or phone call regarding a
money or legal venture that you are currently involved in. During this period you may look
upon the acquisition of money as a sport. Just be careful that you do not bend the rules too
much.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/11/2018 till 1/3/2019
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Ten of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

This is a powerful indicator of a huge success in finances and business through
application of knowledge. This success could be in any mind-related activity such as
publishing, speaking, education or any of the communications fields. By applying your
innate understanding of human nature you can reap many rewards during this period. Money
and business will be very good and if you apply your mind you could even make it better.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Five of Hearts in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

Change in business personnel or location, travel, and changes of all kinds can bring
rewards at this time and should not be resisted. A very good influence for traveling or
making changes in your business. Social and business contacts should bring in more than the
usual good fortune though you may find some of your close relationships suffering from
your travels and mood changes. A business trip now could be very successful.
In certain situations this card can represent a divorce that is financially successful for
you. If you are planning a divorce or separation, this is a guarantee that financially at least,
things will go in your favor and that you have much to be grateful for.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread

Your Saturn
Period lasts from
1/3/2019 till 2/24/2019

The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the
year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate
success. Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Eight of Hearts in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

This card gives you the power to overcome illness and to heal or help others if you
desire. A lot of charm and emotional power are present for you now and this can be used
successfully to further your career and financial goals. With the karmic influence of Saturn
you may find that your own power to get what you want emotionally leads you into some
difficult relationships, ones that perhaps reflect your own immaturity in handling this power.
This card is such a strong influence that it will override any negative influences
present during this period. Even if your other Saturn Card were one of challenge or problem,
this card guarantees that you will have a successful outcome and an overcoming of
difficulties.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Four of Spades in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

This period can bring a recovery from illness and other problems. Success comes now
through determination, discipline, hard work, or working with the sick. This can also bring
success related to someone's misfortune or illness, i.e. inheritance. Success will not come
easy now, but with effort you can achieve much. Watch out for a tendency to be very
stubborn, as this may cause problems in close relationships.
This card is such a strong influence that it will override any negative influences
present during this period. Even if your other Saturn Card were one of challenge or problem,
this card guarantees that you will have a successful outcome and an overcoming of
difficulties.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus on the people we hang out with
both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/24/2019 till 4/17/2019
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The Two of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

The planetary influence of Uranus will bring about an element of the unusual and
unexpected to your close relationships and partnerships during this period. Your status quo
may be disrupted by a partnership or friendship, or you may find yourself in an unusual
romantic affair. There may be time spent with a close friend at work or one that you meet in
some community affair. This is a good time to make good friends who will love you for
yourself.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The Seven of Spades in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

Though you may not get full credit for your work now, do not let that become a source
of problems on the job. This period may bring some kind of unexpected illness or trouble
with one's job, maybe from overworking. You may be suddenly confronted with your own
fears or negativity or bad habits that now need correcting. Success is highly possible now if
you heed the call. Exposure to spiritual wisdom and people will be a great help and could
add to your success.
This is a good influence for spiritual matters, learning new spiritual information,
attending classes, etc. Also, keep in mind that a positive card, such as a four, eight, or ten,
in the other position this period would offset any problematic situations that may arise and
bring about good results overall.
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Personal Yearly Report
for Joe Doe
Born 6/8/1978 Age 40

The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/17/2019 till 6/8/2019

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your birthday each year. It is
the last period of the year. This period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that
vacation will take you to a foreign country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Seven of Spades in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This period could bring about either difficulties at work, or illness related to travel,
drugs, or something secret. Worry, unrealistic expectations and other negative habits will
likely be the cause of any difficulties during this period. However, the spiritual nature of this
combination suggests that you could attain a high state of awareness and freedom of mind
by being honest with yourself and looking within for the answers to the problems you now
face.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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